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Inflection Points: The Return of the 
Operating Leverage 

  

The return of operating leverage may be one of the most important but underappreciated developments 
in 2024, and could be quietly driving a positive shift in market sentiment. Operating leverage broadly 
refers to a company’s ability to translate sales into earnings. Historically, U.S. large cap companies grow 
earnings at 2–3 times sales.1 Starting in mid-2022 though, S&P 500 earnings grew slower than sales for 
six consecutive quarters.2 That trend reversed in Q4 2023 when the S&P 500 grew earnings by 8% year-
over-year on sales of 4%. As we kick the Q1 2024 earnings season, S&P 500 companies are expected 
to grow sales by 6.5% with EPS growth of 11.2% on margins of 12.8%.3 

That turnaround suggests companies figured out how to cope with higher costs, higher inflation, and 
higher rates. Better technology likely played a big role. Companies invested at near-record rates for nine 
successive quarters to build capacity and improve efficiency, which likely offset the slowdown in consumer 
spending.4 Strong corporate performance and investment could continue to fuel the economy despite 
mounting risk from real interest rates around 250 basis points (bps). Positive operating leverage and its 
connection to sentiment could also make the cautionary tone to markets that was prominent at the start of 
2024 continue to seem like a long time ago in a galaxy far, far away. 

Key Takeaways 

 Companies delivering positive operating leverage for the first time in nearly 2 years could provide 
additional fuel for equities. 

 The narrative of narrow market breadth seems to be crumbling as profitability improves and more 
companies participate in the rally. 

 Compelling opportunities may be available in themes with limited megacap tech exposure that 
are poised for a rebound in operating leverage like Data Centers & Digital Infrastructure, Aging 
Population, U.S. Infrastructure, and Video Games & Esports. 

The Force Is Strong with Companies 

Slowing economic growth and stubborn inflation hasn’t tarnished solid corporate performance in recent 
quarters. When producer price inflation peaked in Q2 2022 at 18%, companies defied expectations for 
plummeting profitability and delivered 13% profit margins.5 That seemed quite resilient in the face of 
strong headwinds, but all was not quite well with the corporate universe though. From that point on, S&P 
500 companies grew revenue faster than earnings. 

The superpower of companies, or perhaps even the raison d’etre, is their ability to utilize financing, 
investment, and operational capabilities to earn more than $1 from $1 of sales. This ability captures the 
basic notion of operating leverage: translating revenue into earnings. There’s no single definition for 
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operating leverage.6 One approach looks at changes to operating earnings relative to sales. Another 
looks at ratio of variable costs as a percentage of total (variable plus fixed) costs. Either way, when sales 
grow faster than earnings, corporate operations aren’t in sync with the broader economic conditions. 

For six quarters, companies grew sales faster than earnings. That negative operating leverage finally 
turned positive as Q4 2023 financial results rolled in throughout March.7 S&P 500 companies grew 12-
month trailing earnings 12% on revenue growth of 3% (see chart), which may be an important reason for 
the shift in investor sentiment. 

 

The lukewarm investor sentiment of 2023 and early 2024 could be tied to poor operating leverage. Over 
35 years, the AAII Bullish-Bearish Investor Sentiment measure is lower on average when companies go 
through periods of negative operating leverage and recovers when revenue stops “leaking out.”8 
Investors grow weary when companies struggle to navigate through new, difficult, or unexpected 
operating conditions. Investor sentiment improved in March 2024 as the S&P 500 returned to business 
as usual, helping to explain the influx of flows into risk assets totaling almost $150 billion into equity 
ETFs in the U.S. year-to-date.9 
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The Market’s Strength Flows from the Breadth 

Market breadth, or lack thereof, has been top of mind since the recovery off the 2022 lows. Megacap 
tech led stocks out of the doldrums and propelled major indexes to new heights. Many stocks did not 
participate in the rally and failed to hit new highs in 2023.10 Investor reticence and narrow market 
breadth often go hand in hand; nervous investors look for defensive ways to increase equity exposure 
and often crowd into secure growth names. The risk with this strategy is that if investors sour on the 
small group of names, the entire index is vulnerable.  

To be sure, the megacap tech names will be important in any market advance, but healthy markets are 
usually characterized by broad participation. And by early March, 13% of S&P 500 companies reached 
52-week highs, well above the 4% in 2023 and the historical average of 5% since 1990.11 Another 
means of assessing market breadth involves comparing market cap with equal weighted indexes. The 
equal weight index underperformed meaningfully on a 12-month rolling basis but narrowed the gap and 
caught up over the past 3 and 6 months (see chart). 
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Restoring Balance to Portfolios 

We’ve been writing about two big headline risks in recent months. The first is underinvestment in risk 
assets as capital flowed to money markets and fixed income through much of 2023. The second is over-
concentration in megacap tech. Now, there is nothing wrong with megacap tech, but improving market 
breadth suggests there could be opportunities for diversification.  

Many of the themes that we track regularly defied the pull of negative operating leverage. Among them, 
companies tied to automation, digitalization, and AI are less sensitive to commodity costs and have 
higher variable costs. Companies in the Robotics & Artificial Intelligence theme, for example, grew 
earnings 27% faster than sales in 2023.12 Cloud Computing companies generated operating leverage of 
a whopping 137% last year. Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, and Cybersecurity continued 
growing earnings faster than sales. 

Several themes mired in negative operating leverage are forecast to turn the tables, including Data 
Centers & Digital Infrastructure.13 Earnings contracted as the cost of adding capacity increased, but with 
renewed emphasis tied to storing generative AI algos and content, the segment seems poised for a 
rebound. Other themes expected to return to positive operating leverage and exceed that of the S&P 
500 include Aging Population, U.S. Infrastructure, and Video Games & Esports. 

Preferreds, which are heavily weighted towards banks, is another market segment that can benefit from 
a healthier operating environment and corporate profitability normalization. If companies grow earnings 
faster than sales, then the risk of default on financial obligations declines. Commercial real estate 
remains a concern, but even though rates remain high, the health of the commercial loan segment may 
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be improving. With interest rates likely at their peak for the cycle and set to decline over the next 12 
months, better corporate performance is supportive for bank balance sheets. 

Cue Yoda. 

Difficult to see, always in motion the future is. But improved investor sentiment by way of improved 
operating leverage suggests that it may be time to prepare for a market that shows more breadth for a 
sustained period. 
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Inflection Point Theme Dashboard 
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Theme Reference index: 
 
Blockchain – Solactive Blockchain Index 

Disruptive Materials – Solactive Disruptive Materials Index 

Lithium & Battery Technology – Solactive Global Lithium Index. 

FinTech – Indxx Global FinTech Thematic Index 

Cloud Computing – Indxx Global Cloud Computing Index 

Robotics & AI – Indxx Global Robotics & Artificial Intelligence Thematic Index 

Artificial Intelligence – Indxx Artificial Intelligence & Big Data Index 

Cybersecurity – Indxx Cybersecurity Index 

Millennial Consumer – Indxx Millennials Thematic Index 

E-commerce – Solactive E-commerce Index 

Genomics & Biotechnology – Solactive Genomics Index 

Data Centers & Digital Infrastructure – Solactive Data Center REITs & Digital Infrastructure Index 

Social Media – Solactive Social Media Total Return Index 

Solar – Solactive Solar Index 

Autonomous & Electric Vehicles – Solactive Autonomous & Electric Vehicles Index 

Education – Indxx Global Education Thematic Index 

Telemedicine & Digital Health – Solactive Telemedicine & Digital Health Index 

Hydrogen – Solactive Global Hydrogen Index 

Internet of Things – Indxx Global Internet of Things Thematic Index 

U.S. Infrastructure Development – Indxx U.S. Infrastructure Development Index 

Cannabis – Cannabis Index 

CleanTech – Indxx Global CleanTech Index 

AgTech & Food Innovation – Solactive AgTech & Food Innovation Index 

Renewable Energy Producers – Indxx Renewable Energy Producers Index 
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Aging Population – Indxx Aging Population Thematic Index 

Clean Water – Solactive Global Clean Water Industry Index 

Wind Energy – Solactive Wind Energy Index  

Video Games & Esports – Solactive Video Games & Esports Index 

Green Building - Solactive Green Building Index 

 

 
Information provided by Global X Management Company LLC. 

Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Diversification does not ensure a profit nor guarantee against a loss.  

This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future 
events, or a guarantee of future results. This information is not intended to be individual or personalized investment or tax advice and 
should not be used for trading purposes. Please consult a financial advisor or tax professional for more information regarding your 
investment and/or tax situation. 
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